SAFETY WARNINGS & TIPS:

HOW TO USE INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Prior to the drive (only needs to be done once):
Slide the back half of Cozy Dozee around the back of
the child’s car restraint seat and manoeuvre it down to
catch under the top edge between the child’s car
restraint and the car seat.

1. Adults should only position the Cozy Dozee
when the car is safely parked, in a stationary
position and with the parking brake on. We
suggest you could either reach through the car
to the child or alternatively open a window and
get out of the car to reach through, or open the
door.
2. The Cozy Dozee is designed for use only:
- on Type B forward facing car seats or
convertible boosters, that are compliant with AS
1754 (2013), and have a 6 point harness.
- for assisting children approximately 1 to 6
years. This product is NOT designed for use or
suitable for booster seats that use a lap-sash
seat belt.
3. The Cozy Dozee is only designed to be used
under adult supervision. Never leave a child
unattended in a vehicle.

Then leave the front half just resting on top of the seat,
in the “ready to use” position.

4. Not to be used as a toy. Only position the Cozy
Dozee level with the child’s forehead AFTER the
child is asleep.
5. The Cozy Dozee has been designed to be used
only when the child car seat straps and harness
have been fitted and adjusted in accordance
with the child car seat manufacturer’s
instructions. (See helpful tips on the back
page). Cozy Dozee will not be responsible for
any use of this product that is inconsistent with
these instructions or if there is incorrect use of
the child car restraint.

2. AFTER the child is asleep:
Make sure the child’s head is in an upright posture.
While supporting the clips/strap, to prevent opening,
gently stretch and slide the front of the Cozy Dozee
down and level with the child’s forehead (which it may
not actually touch). The Cozy Dozee should sit
around the whole seat, not just the inner head rest.
Instructional video available on our “How to use page”.

6. Elastic degrades over time and with use. We
therefore recommend regular inspections and
replacing your Cozy Dozee if there is any sign of
over stretching of the elastic.
7. The Cozy Dozee is not designed or intended to
provide any protection for a child in the case of
the accident. It is meant to improve sleep
quality and comfort by supporting the child’s
head. It is not a safety device.
8. Always follow these instructions and those
provided by the child car restraint seat
manufacturer, as incorrect use of a car restraint
accessory may cause serious injury.
9. In the case of a high speed accident, the Cozy
Dozee will release, via the clips and will no
longer be positioned in front of the child. The
child can also be removed by simply lifting the
front up and out of the way and in most cases
you can pull the child out from the seat without
moving the product.

TIPS FOR GREAT FITTING STRAPS:

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:

Here are some tips to help you get the best fit of
your child's seat straps:

100% cotton fabric outer / Polyester filling

1) Ensure they are nice and firm with only a finger
space under the strap, by doing a ‘pinch test’ (see
the photo below).

 Cold hand wash only / Line dry flat
 Do not tumble dry / Do not iron
 Do not dry clean

TESTING:
The Cozy Dozee has been tested under Australian
standards for the following and has passed all
testing requirements:

2) Ensure the straps are coming out at the slots
closest to your child's shoulder and no more than
2.5cm lower than their shoulder - for forward facing
restraints.
3) Finally, here is a video link to show you how to
use the 'Triangle method' to easily straighten out
those annoying twisted straps. Go to:
http://tinyurl.com/z8z4q2y
These 3 points will not only help reduce your child's
head slumping, they are helping you on the way to
using your car restraint straps
correctly. Remember to read your car seat
manufacturers' manual and for any queries contact
them directly.

TROUBLESHOOTING:
Q: Why is the clip popping/breaking open?
A: If the material on the strap has gathered all at
one end, the clip may pop open. Please move the
fabric towards the clips, allowing material for the
elastic to 'stretch into', when you are stretching and
positioning the Cozy Dozee.
Alternatively, you can hold the clips so they won't
open while stretching the Cozy Dozee strap so the
material is evenly spread.
NB: Please see step 2 of how to position.
If the clip is still breaking open, please get in touch
asap so we can check that you have purchased the
correct size for your car seat and/or the clip isn't
faulty.

 Crash testing in accordance with
AS/NZS 8005: 2013
 Air permeability (breathability) testing using
method AS 2001.2.34
 Flammability testing using method
AS 2755.2

CONTACT:
Cozy Dozee is patented, trademarked and a
registered business of Cozy Dozee Pty Ltd.
For any questions you may have about the Cozy
Dozee, please ensure you have watched the video
on our website and read our ‘Frequently asked
Questions’ page.
For further information, for any other queries or
problems, including fit or function, please contact
us at contact@cozydozee.com or via the website at
www.cozydozee.com. We are only too happy to
help!

Thank you

